This week all of your English work will be based around this photo.

Read the story starter below.

She had already travelled so far, yet still had so much further to go. This was just the beginning of her journey.

She began today like every other: sitting with her line in the water, hoping to catch a bite for breakfast.

It had been over three weeks since she had seen another person, three weeks since the land had disappeared…

**Wednesday 29th April**

**English – spelling – Contractions**

Can you remember what contractions are? Take a look at this fun rap to help you! [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xE-vw2ctqo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xE-vw2ctqo)

You have a couple of choices today.

1. You could write your own rap about how to spell contractions
2. You could write some sentences about the picture using contractions. For example; *The girl couldn’t see any people anywhere. The sky didn’t look so scary this morning.*
3. You could practise spelling contractions in your book in different coloured pens. For example; *do not = don’t*  *I have = I’ve*